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The events of  1483  have received an almost microscopic focusfrom historians

of the late fifteenth century. The same sources  have  been reviewed and recon-

sidered in  attempts  to generate freshinterpretations and new approaches to
the ultimately unanswerable questions of why Richard III seized the throne in
June 1483, and how he was able to maintain his claim and establish himself
as king of England. Contemporary chronicle sources  provide  so much of the
detail of the momentum of  Richard III’s  usurpation,l that this has prompted
some  vigorous  debates on the importance of newly found  alternative  evidence.
Despite the familiarity to  historians  of many of the administrative records of

Edward V’s brief reign,2 there has perhaps been  a  tendency to over-develop
the importance of newly discovered material in the recent historiography of
the period.3

Having warned of the dangers of extrapolating too much from isolated
pieces of evidence, Iwill now try to avoid  doing precisely that for some
material connected to the  alien  subsidy of  1483  — one of  a  few collections of

documents to straddle the three reigns that existed in 1483. The subsidy was
granted as the last piece of business in Edward  IV’s  final parliament on
18 February 1483.4 Edward died on  9  April, and collection of the tax was not

I am  most  grateful to Helen  Watt  and Jonathan  Mackman  for identifying certain  documents
cited in  this piece, and to Michael K. Jones, Jim  Bolton  and Margaret Condon for discussing
with me  some  of the  points  explored.

'  R. Fabyan, Th New  Cbmnicle:  of England  and  Frame, ed. H. Ellis, London  1811; The

Great  Clmm'tle  ofLondun, ed. A.H.  Thomas  and ID.  Thomley, London  1938;  I7):  Crow/and

Cbmnitle  Continuatinm, ed. N. Pronay and].  Cox, London  1988; Dominic Mancini, I71:

Umrpation  qitbard III, ed. C.A.J. Armstrong, Gloucester  1989.
2  E.g.  Harl.  433; R.  Horrox, ‘Financial  memoranda of the reign of Edward V’, Camden

Mimi/my 29, CS, Fourth  Series 34 (1987), pp. 197—244.

3  E.g. the controversy over  the date of William, Lord Hastings, death in June  1483: A
Hanham, Richard III, Lord  Hastings  and the  historians’, EHR, vol. 77 (1972), pp.  233-

48; CT.  Wood, ‘The deposition of  Edward  V’, Traditio, vol.  31 (1975), pp.  247—86; Sutton

and Hammond, ‘Problems  of dating’, see Bibliography under  1978.

4 Rates  of 65. 8d. on  householders;  25. on non-householders;  205.  on  aliens  keeping

brewing houses; 405. on alien  householders  who were merchants and  factorsfromsome
Italian  city state, 205.  on non-householders in the  same  category. RP, vol. 6, p. 198; M.

Jurkowski, C.L.  Smith, and D.  Crook, Lay Tam in  England  and Wales, 1188-1688, Kew
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continued until Edward V’s protectorate council issued commissions on
27  April  requiring payment by Pentecost (18 May 1483).5 Edward’s  own dis-
appearance and the accession of Richard III on 26 June left completion of
the collection to officers appointed under new commissions issued by Richard
on 1  August  1483, requiring payment by Michaelmas 1483.6

Survival  of material for this grant is quite comprehensive, with  com-
missions, inquisiu'ons, assessments and particulars of account for many coun-
ties.  However, very little  material relating either to the Edward  V  commission,
or those who acted upon it has survived. Almost all extant documents mention
the grant by parliament to Edward IV and the re—issued commission of Richard
III of  1 August  1483. This is to be expected since Richard’s commission
replaced that of Edward V and the composition of the commissions for  most
counties changed radically as those appointed by Edward’s protectorate council
were  replaced by Richard’s own associates and  nominees  as events of May
and June  1483  unfolded.

Even relevant documents originating fromEdward’s brief reign offer little
of interest about the nature of Richard  III’s  assumption of power. Scattered
material  includes  a commission to William, bishop of Winchester, Sir Thomas
St Ledger and  others  in Southampton, along with  a  writ dated 18 May 1483;
and return of an inquisidon held at Canterbury Guildhall  on 15 May 1483.7
In fact, of all the surviving documents relating the subsidy, only two sets offer
anything of specific relevance to the events of  1483.  These  are the documents
relating to Herefordshire and London. What makes the records of both these
counties particularly interesting is that they appear to be the only ones which
show that commissioners  acting immediately uponEdward V’s instruction,
rather than delaying their collection until Richard  III’s  re-issued commission
of  1 August  1483.

Among the records surviving for the Herefordshire collection of the sub-
sidy (in the original leather pouch in which they were  delivered  to the  Exche-
quer), are the endorsed and returned commission of Edward V; a return  of

the inquisition that sat before Edward’s deposition; 2. schedule of contributors;
and a set of  particulars  of account of the collectors.3

The commission on the first membrane in the bundle appears original
to  have  been drafted during Edward  IV’s  reign. According to the patent
roll, no commissioners were appointed until 27 April 1483,9 but letters were
apparently already drafted in  anticipation  of commissioners’ names becoming
known. It is probable  that there  was an intention to issue commissions in  early

1998, p.  120; ].L.  Bolton, ed., 17):  Alien  Communities  of London  in the Fgfiemtb Carling. He
Subtiqb' Rollr  of 1440  and  1483—4, Stamford 1998.

5  CPR, 1476—85, p.  353.
6  Ibid, p.  393.
7  PRO, E179/236/130, mm 1, 5, 8.
3  PRO, E179/117/77
9 CPR, 1476—1485, pp.  353, 355; E179/117/77, m.  1
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March  1483  to allow  a  period of about two monthsfor collection by Pentecost
—  a similar  period of  time  was built into  Richard’s re—issued commission
of  1 August, requiring payment by Michaelmas. The death of Edward IV,
however, prompted the Chancery clerk to scratch out much of the second line
and insert, after the list of commissioners, the  text  ‘know ye that with the

consent of our realm of England in the parliament of Edward our father late
king of England lately held at Westminster...’ etc.  This  confirms that the
young king’s council, operating before the formalappointment of  Gloucester
as protector, and then  udder  the dominance of the Woodvilles, pressed ahead

with the collection of the subsidy in Edward V’s name.lo Unfortunately,
although the date of the commission was set at 27  April, the projected date
of collection remained  that  established  under  Edward IV, which  left  only
about three weeks to pay the  assessed sumsat the Exchequer. The extant

Herefordshire commission  suggests that  the date of payment was changed to
the more  realistic  target of the feast of the  Nativity of St John the  Baptist
(24 June, 1483), giving the  collectors  more time to  assess the  contributions
and to deliver  them  to Westminster.

There is nothing exceptional about the findings of the inquest. It sat at
Hereford on 29 May 1483  before Sir James  Baskerville, Thomas Braynton and
Henry Chamber, empowered by the commission  issued  on 27 April. The jury
they empanelled found that the county contained  a number of Picards, includ-
ing two brothers, an Icelander, a  German called Johan  Leche  who practiced
the art of surgery (arm/z de .rmgegy) in Leorninster, a  Flemish pointmaker and

others from the Low Countries, two Scotsmen, both  servants with one

employed in the Hereford tavern of Walter Vaughan, and some French  house-
holders:  3  total of eleven men who were requixed to contribute the sum of 50
shillings  to the Exchequer  — a small sum  typical  of alien subsidies levied in
rural counties  before  1487. Other  foreigners who almost certainly lived  in the
county remained  unknown  to the jury.

What is more  interesting, given the period during which this tax was
assessed and processed, is the  construction of the Hereford commissions, and
the reflection of changing national circumstances  that  the surviving documents
suggest.  Those  nominally appointed by Edward  V  on 27  April  1483  were John
Alcock, bishop of Worcester, Sir James  Baskervillc, Sir Richard Croft, Thomas
Brugge, Thomas  Braynton, Roger Bodnam and Henry Chamber. By 1August,
after  the  usurpation, the commissioners appointed by Richard III’s re-issued
letters  patent  were  Sir Walter Devereux of Ferrets, Sir John Devereux of
Ferrets, Sir John Lyngen, Sir Richard Delabere, Simon  Milburne, Thomas

Braynton and Roger Bodnam.
The  first  group of commissioners had its roots in the  council  of the

matches of Edward  V  as Prince of Wales before  1483.  Bishop Alcock  was an
experienced  administrator  whom Edward IV had trusted in the region as

10 Ross, Richard, London  1981, pp. 67-68.
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president of the prince’s council of the matches, along with members of the
Woodville family.“ Sir Richard Croft (senior of the two Croft brothers) was
treasurer of the household of the prince of Wales and prominent on his
council.  Although Croftaccommodated himself to Richard  III’s  regime, when
he became treasurer of the king’s household in February 1484, figures such
as  Alcock  and Croft seem to have been reluctant to commit to the new regime
immediately, and this may explain  their absence from the re-issued commission
of  1 August  1483.

Sir James Baskerville also provides an example of how allegiances, family
connections and political calculation all had to be weighed up as events of  1483
progressed. He had been one of  those  denounced in the Coventry parliament of
1459  and was  knighted  at Elizabeth Woodville’s coronation in 1465, so clearly
had strong connections to Edward IV. Yet he was brother in law and feoffee
of Sir Walter Devcrcux, Lord Ferrets of Chardey, of whom he also held land
directly.‘2 His Yorkist ties may have  prompted him to follow  Ferrets  into
Richard  III’s  service, but there is little evidence that he did much more than
to serve on local commissions during Richard’s  reign. He may have been
another local figure who declined to commit himself to Richard III, and was
in  fact  pardoned inJuly 1484  and moved very quickly to support Henry Tudor.
Some of the possible  reasons  for such inactivity among the Yorkist  servants
on the match will be explored below.

Rosemary Horrox sees the appointments to the alien subsidy commissions
as  evidence  that the protectorate council was containing possible Woodville-
Hastings antagonism, and that it made positive decisions about personnel  that
mirrored the  unusual  and delicate  situation  of April and May 1483.13 With this
in mind, the commission  issued  on 27 April  1483  most  probably reflected the
council’s wish for continuity and stability in the marcher  counties  while efforts
were underway at Westminster to make Edward’s  transition fromprince to
king as smooth as possible.

Of those men who  appeared  on the two Herefordshire commissions only
John  Alcock, bishop of Worcester, Thomas Brugge and John Chamber do not
appear on the list of gentry drawn up for certain counties before June 1485.'4
Alcock’s absence is expected since he was not part of the pool of gentry upon
whom the crown would call. Brugge was  a Gloucestershixe  sergeant at law
and father of Giles Brugge, one of Richard’s esquires of the body.15 Only John

“  Ibid, p.  181; R. Horrox, Ritbard III:  a  51114}! in Service, Cambridge  1989, pp.  95—96.
'2 Wedgwood, Biographiu, p. 48; J.  Duncumb, Collection: T award:  the I-Iixtog andAntiquiIie:

of the  Comfy qmfard, 3  vols, Hereford 1804—82, vol. 2, p. 38; cont.  by WH.  Cooke,
Hundnd  of Grimwortb, London 1886, pp. 157, 163.  Baskcrville  married Sybil Devereux,

sister  to  Walter, Lord Ferrets.

'3 Horrox, Richard  111, pp, 95—6
"  Harl.  433, vol. 3, 236
'5 Wedgwood, Biographies, p. 111
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Chamber’s absence is mysterious, especially as he sat on the  initial  inquisition
with Sir James  Baskerville  and Thomas Braynton.”

The new commissioners were perhaps more closely identified as supporters
of King Richard. Walter Deveteux, Lord Ferrets, who was one of the few
peers to die for Richard at Bosworth, used the and-Woodville backlash during
the early summer of  1483  to move quickly fromEdward IV’s  service  and into
Gloucester’s confidence. In fact, he had been  a  tutor and  councillor  of Edward
V  as Prince of Wales and his failure to supportEdward stands in contrast to
the prince’s servants  within  the Woodville group, some of whom were removed
by force; perhaps  this  gives an indication of how  Richard  sounded out Edward
V’s  household  prior to the decisive action at Stony Stratford. The decision
made by Devereux in  1483  to support Gloucester is a  further  example of the
hard  choices to be made as national  events  split the loyalties of the stable
group of servants who had surrounded the Prince of Wales since the  14705.
It is harder to  identify John Lingen and Richard Delabere with either Edward
V or  Richard  III in  1483  without  further  extensive  research.  Delabere, however,
was sheriff of Herefordshire in 1482—3 and would  have  had a key role in
managing the responses of the county gentry to the events of spring 1483.17

The Herefordshire particulars of  account for the subsidy were drawn up
by the collectors  Edmund  Brace of Pembridge, gentleman, John Lyngen of
Stoke near Leominster, gentleman, Robert Coningsby of Mansell, yeoman,

Thomas Carpenter of Hereford, ironmonger and Richard Wodewarde of Here-
ford, mercer.  This  document was clearly created in response to Edward V’s
commission as the date of payment is still given as Pentecost 1483.18 However,
mention is made in the  particulars  of  a  record enrolled in Trinity term  in the
first year of Richard III (23 June — 14July 1484) which rehearsed the parliamen-
tary grant of the subsidy to Edward IV and was prefixed by the  text  of  a  letter
from  Richard  to the Treasurer and Batons dated  8  July in his first year as  king
(1483).19 The few  particulars of account surviving for this subsidy all cross-refer
to this entry on the  memoranda  roll.

At the time the first subsidy commission was issued in April 1483, the
group of Herefordshire commissioners and the collectors  that  they appointed
no  doubt  fully expected Edward V’s coronation and hoped for  a prosperous
continuation of the Yorkist dynasty. Yet in citing an enrolment on the memor-
anda  roll of Trinity term of Richard  III’s  first year as king, the collectors
referred in Latin to the  letters  patent of commission of  ‘Edward  bastard late
said  King of England the  fifth’, sent to the Bishop of Worcester, Sir James
Baskerville at a]. on 27 April  1483.  This  statement is mirrored in the particulars

“5 Probably a relative  of  Thomas  Chamber, MP for  Lcominster 1491—92, whose identity

eluded Wedgwood.  ibid, p. 170.
'7 PRO, List  ofSIJenflr, List and  Index  IX, rcpt. New York 1963, p. 60.

1' No mention is made on the  particulars  of the revised collection date of 24 June  1483
as stated in the Hetefordshire commission.

‘9 PRO, E159/260, recorda m. 8.
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for the London collection of the  same  subsidy,20 where Edward V is described
as  ‘Edward  bastard  late king of England the  fifth’.  Since the particulars  surviving
fromother  counties  were all created under Richard III’s commission, and
would have had no reason to  mention  Edward V, we have no way of knowing
if this statement demonstrated a widely-held acceptance of  Richard III’s justifi-
cation in  assuming the throne among those leading county gentry involved in
the  administration and collection of this alien subsidy.21

There is also  a  subtle difference in the specific language  used  in these two
documents. In Herefordshire, the collectors  stated  that Edward V was mid late
king of England.  This  suggests  that  by the time the particulars  were  drawn up
(January —July 1484), the collectors in  that  county gave the impression of being
fully convinced of  Richard III’s  arguments concerning Edward’s illegitimacy.22
However, the  London  collectors, in omitting the word  ‘said’ from this line of
text, seem to  have  implied that they were slightly less  sure that Edward  should
have  been barred from the succession  —  however, he was still described as
Edward the bastard. This may be reading too  much  into the  language  used in
these  documents, since terms of address reflected various circumstances and
the political realities of the time. However, the men associated with this rapid
change in attitude to Edward V were politically active and astute members of
local society, and there may be  something significant in their change of outlook.
Also, particularly revealing is the list of those counu'es  that  acted uponEdward
V’s commission, and those  that  awaited the outcome of political developments
already underway in May and June  1483  before  initiating the collection.

As already discussed, the  first  set of Herefordshire commissioners, may
have been more strongly connected to the prince’s  council  and household  than
those appointed on  1 August  1483.  London  acted with similar swiftness, with
inquests held at the Guildhall from 16 June 1483,23 but only the two sheriffs
responsible for the collection, John Mathewe and William White, are noted at

the head of the particulars. An inquisition for Kent was appointed at Canterbury
on 16 May 1483, which must have been  initiated  by the Edwardian commission,
but the particulars and  collectors’ names have not survived.24 This  first alien sub-
sidy commission in Kent was dominated by the Woodvilles, and  their  gentry
in-laws and many of those who would rebel in October 1483, including Anthony,
earl Rivers, called uterine brother to the king, Sirjohn Fogge, Sir John  Scott and

2° PRO, E179/144/7Sa; not discussed in  Bolton, Communities, since the names included

in the  particulars  matched those found in the  returns  of the inquests.
2' Excluding Herefotdshire  and London, extant particulars of  account for this subsidy:

PRO, E179/161/138 (Oxfordshire); E179/165/92 (Rutland); E179/177/81 (Stafford-
shire); E179/202/148  (Yorkshire, East Riding); E179/71/98 (Bedfordshire); E179/73/
110 (Berkshire); E179/200/ 104 (Worcestershire).

22 Perhaps with a  similar  effect  to the description ‘by title  but not by right’, applied to
Richard  III by Henry VII in  numerous  documents  after  1485.

’3 PRO, E179/242/25, mm. 7.  3—6.
2‘ PRO, E179/236/130, m. 8; the  related  schedule of names of  contributors  is m. 9.
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Roger Brent.25 Close marriage ties between the Woodvilles and the Pympe-
Haute-Fogge  family connection in  Kent  created  a strong link to the Yorkist
crown, and especially to the children of Edward IV and  Elizabeth Woodville.
Some commissioners, such  as Rivers and Fogge  were  removed before Richard
issued his commission for the subsidy on 1  August 1483, while others who
appeared  on the second  commission, such  as Roger Brent and Sir John Guild-
ford rebelled  against  Richard within three months of its creation.26

Only in Herefordshire, London and Kent, therefore, were inquisitions held
before Edward V was deposed. The strong influence  of the Woodvilles over
Edward V in April  1483  may begin to explain why Kent and Hereford acted
so quickly. This couldsuggest  that  in those two counties especially, gentry
who  were  perhaps already associated with  Edward  V through his  household
as Prince of  Wales, though  his council in the matches, or by service  ties  to
the Woodvflle family, became even more determined to impress him and his
protectorate council with their efficiency once his reign as  king was underway,
and the bounty of royal patronage began to be  untapped.

The attitude of London is  harder  to gauge at this time, although the
Londoners had backed Edward IV considerably, and the chronicles show  that
they had a great interest in the fate of his son. The  Great Cbrom't/e account
may be near contemporary at 27this point and the author15 very concerned
about the fate of the princes,27 mirroring the popular  reaction  reported by
Dominic Mancini. 2” Certainly, the  unenthusiastic  response of the commons to
Dr Ralph  Shaa’s sermon at  Paul’s Crossexplaining Edward V’s bastardy was
reported, as was the poorregard in which the  speaker  was subsequently held,
being ‘accomptid  moost ffamous&  moost allowyed in the comen peplys
meyndys’.  This  suggests  that  in the  capital  at least, Richard’s attempts to
undermine the  status of the sons of Edward IV met with  little support.  Even
when  Buckingham’s  oratory persuaded more to supportRichard’s  claim, it was
reported as ‘more through fear than  love’, an attitude that may have carried
weight in areas where supportfor Edward V was similarly strong, and that
may also  account for the apparent lack of  resistance  to Richard’s  usurpation
in counties like Herefordshire. The London authorities may well have pressed
ahead  with the collection of the subsidy since it offered  a  chance to survey
the rapidly growing and widely disliked alien community in  London, but it is

’5 CPR, 1476—85, p.  355.
2‘ A.E. Conway, ‘The Maidstone sector  of  Buckingham’s  tebellion’Arc/meologia Canfiarm,

vol. 40 (1928), pp.  106—14;  WE.  Ball, ‘The stained  glass  windows of  Nettlestead Church’,

ihid., vol. 28 (1909), pp. 165—76; RW. Fleming, ‘The Hautes  and  their  “circle":  culture  and

the English gentry’, in D. Williams, ed., England  in the Filemtl) Centugy. Pmmding:  oftbe  1986
Harlaxtan  .S'jmjmium, Woodbridge  1987, pp. 90—92.

27 Thomas  and  Thornley, Giza!  Cbmnitle, pp.  231—22, 234, reports  the rumour in the

autumn  of  1483  that  Richard  had put the children of Edward IV to  death;  this was written
after October  1485.

2” Mancini, Umrpalion, p. 93, n. 91
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likely that  there had been  a  strong political element in their. decision to do
their  utmost to carry out Edward V’s instructions quickly.29

Surviving records suggest  that  the commissioners appointed in all other.
counties failed to organise themselves in time to achieve anything before
Richard III’s amended  letters  of 1August pressed ahead with the collection
of the subsidy.  This  might be explained by the absence of  surviving records,
but it is more likely that the gentry of many counties simply waited until the
conclusion of the dramatic political events initiated by the seizure of Rivers,
Gray and Vaughan (and Edward V) by Gloucester at Stony Stratfordon

30  April 1483  — a  mere three days after Edward’s commission was dated. This
may in itself indicate the speed of rumourand imprecise information, of the
type reported by George Cely, in June 1483,” but it could also demonstrate
the political circumspection of many provincial gentry once they learned of

calamitous  events unfolding in the  late  spring of  1483.
Of course, it was only wise for those wishing to ingrau'ate themselves to

the Ricardian regime to emphasise  their  agreement with the new  king’s  right
and  title  to the crown. Furthermore, the acceptance of evidence  that  Edward
V was illegitimate may indicate the effectiveness of Richard’s  reasoning and
that  his campaign to  demonstrate  his suitability as the rightful king in the  light
of  Edward IV’s  pre-contract of marriage, even in the heartlands of support
for the prince. If the lesser gentry of  a  solidly Yorkist county like Herefordshire,

as exemplified by the gentlemen, artisans and merchants selected as collectors
for the alien subsidy, could  be persuaded to abandon loyalty to their former
lord, then it is perhaps easier to see how Richard gained acquiescence to his

usurpation  in  other  counties.
What would have been difficult to accept for those who had served the

pzincc in the matches since his council was established as a court in  1473, was

the  revelation that  he suddenly held no status in the line of succession, and

that  Richard, Duke  of Gloucester was  declared  as the  next true  heir of Richard

duke of York.Richard’s  Act for the  Settlement  of the Crownmade explicit

the charge that after the  ‘ungracious  pretend marriage’ between Edward IV
and Elizabeth Woodville  ‘the  order of all  politic  rule was perverted’, as well

as the laws of the  church, God and nature. The children of this marriage were
believed to be illegitimate  since  Edward had an  existing pre-conttact with
Eleanor Butler, which may have remained in force  under canon  law.3l It was

the level of acceptance  throughout  the country of  Richard’s  allegation of their
iflegiu'macy that really mattered. In fact the courseof Richard’s  usurpation  and

2’ P. Nightingale, A  Medieval Menantile Cor/mania: the  Gmtm’ Cor/9M1!) and the  Paliliu  0'
T rad: of London, 1000— 1485, Yale 1995, pp.  490—554; Bolton, Communities, pp.  39—40.

3° PRO, SCI/53/19; A. Hanham, ed., The Cab Lefim, 1472—1488, EETS  CS  273, 1975,
no.  200.

3‘ RP, vol. 6, pp.  240—41; R.H. Helmholz, ‘The  sons of Edward IV:  a  canonical  assess-
ment of the claim  that they were iflegitimate’, in RW.  Hammond, cd., Richard III, Layaly,

Lawn; and Law, 2ml edn, London 2000, pp.  106-20.
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reign can be analysed in the ways he managed the responses and longer-term
reactions to the assertion that Edward  IV’s sons  were illegitimate?2

The case of Hetefordshire does provide an interesting example  of this.
There were no widespread defections from the marcher region to the rebellion

of October 1483  — this is especially surprising when one considers the apparent
closeness to Prince Edward of the gentry who formed the  first  set of subsidy
commissioners, and perhaps, by association, their appointees as collectors. This

was even more remarkable since Edward and his brother were widely believed
to be dead by September  1483  —  a major factor in  kick-starting rebellion in

Kent, and the home and southerncounties.33

This  sudden change fromapparent diligence and speedy efficiency in an

effort to impress Edward V, to what seems to be an acceptance of  Richard
III’s  arguments and evidence concerning the legitimacy of Edward V and
Richard, duke of  York, may reflect the ruthless pragmatism that was present
in many gentry holding local office during the period 1483—86. The gentry list
for Herefordshire, drawn up before June 1485,34 indicates  that almost all of
those involved in either the first or second commissions of  1483  remained
within the pool of gentry from whom the king could demand service. Indeed
many, such  as Sir James  Baskerville, Sir Rict Croft, Sir John Lyngen,

Thomas  Braynton and Sir Richard Delabere continued to serve the Ricardian
regime on various commissions of enquiry, of array and of the peace for the

remainder of the reign.35 So the Herefordshire gentry, more than many others in
the  southern  counties of England, seemed  pragmatic enough to await political

developments during Richard’s  reign.
It may be the case  that  the Herefordshixe gentry were  expectant of benefits

to  come  following the duke of  Buckingham’s  spectacular grant of 16 May
1483  whereby he became  justiciar  of north and southWales, constable of  most
royal marcher castles, constable, steward  and receiver of all crown lands in the

march lordships, and supervisor, with power of array, of the  king’s  subjects
in Shropshire and Herefordshite, among other counties."5 This  grant  carried
enormous influence, matching the prince’s authority in the region in all but
name.  It may have  been sufficient to persuade some Herefordshire gentry that
their futureloyalty lay with Buckingham, rather  than  the prince. If  this  was

the case, however, it was not backed up with action, since the Herefordshire

gentry did not join the uprising of October 1483, either as supporters of

Buckingham, nor in defence of the  rights  of Edward V.

32 The question of illegitimacy within the Yorkist family: M.K. Jones, Bonuortb  1485:
Pathology qfa  Battle, Suroud  2002, pp.  57—94, and the contribution by John Ashdown—Hill

in the present  volume, esp. n. 1, on the Chapuys letters.

’3 Mancini’s memoir, written after  6  July 1483, reported the rumourthat  the princes
were  dead. Uqation, p. 93, n. 91.

3‘ Ibid.
’5 CPR, 1476—85, pp.  392, 401, 491, 561.
’6 Ibid, pp. 349—50, 356.
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Buckingham’s  inability to recruit Herefordshire gentry to his cause was
mentioned in  a  memoir dating from1503, of Elizabeth Mores, late: wife of
Sir Richard Delabere.” There was clearly little time for  Buckingham’s  grant of
May 1483  to  take  root as strong or dominant lordship in the county. If
Buckingham  indeed rebelled against  Richard  to furtherhis own royal claims,
the gentry of Herefordshixe at  least  had no  intention  of  backing his rising.
This  may have been some  kind  of protest at the downfall of Edward V, but
their horrorat the means of Edward V’s deposition was not so great that they
would support Buckingham to depose the usurping Richard  III.  The execution
at Pontefract on 25 June  1483  of Sir  Thomas  Vaughan, who had been chamber-
lain  of Edward  V  as Prince of Wales, may have cowed  other  major  figures  of
the marcher region with  similar  associations to the prince, into a more submiss-
ive or  cautious  outlook during Richard’s  early months as king. Sir Richard
Croft certainly was sufficiently circumspect to bide his  time  and preserve his
own position of influence within the regime.

This latter attitude — the fear of conflict rather than love for the protagon-
ists noted  in  T be Gnu!  Chmnicle of London — may in  fact  be closer to the  real
reason  why so few members of the Herefordshire  gentry became overtly
committed to Edward V, Buckingham  or indeed Richard III during this period
of great uncertainty and  political  intrigue. Many knights  esquires and gentlemen
had lost close relatives and friends during earlier phases of the Wars of the
Roses, and the prospect of another traumatic bout of partisan politics and
pitched  battles  as Gloucester, Buckingham and  Hastings squared  up to the
Woodvilles over the protectorship of Edward V during April and May 1483
may simply have prompted many to dilute their allegiances until  such  time as
political  stability, in whatever form, was restored. The  risks  involved in  backing
the wrong side  were  too great for many, and deeper loyalties may well have
been hidden behind the need to preserve  status. One fine example is  Miles
Metcalfe, recorder of  York, who was desperate to preserve his position after
Bosworth. Despite Henry VII’s assertion that he  ‘hathe done  moche ayenst
us’ within the city, he petitioned almost daily in October  1485  to Lord  Fitzhugh,
Henry VII’s  interim representative in the NorthRiding, for maintenance of
his influence and hence his income and the  douceuxs of office.38

Although  it is difficult to  explain exactly why no Herefordshire gentry
joined  the  1483  rebellion, it is perhaps easier to see how a similar pragmatic
attitude  to  that  displayed by Metcalfe could override apparently well-rooted

’7 Fame: and  Sutton, ‘Buckingham's sons’, see Bibliography under 1982, pp.  88—89; L.
Gill, Richard  III and Buckingbam':  Rebellion, Sttoud  1999, p. 10.

3‘ York.  Cit/it  Remit, I, ed. A.  Raine, Yorkshire Archaeological  Society, Records Series

98  (1939), pp. 125, 128, 141; S.  Cunningham, ‘Henry VII and rebellion in North-Eastern

England, 1485—92:  bonds of allegiance and the establishment of Tudor  authority’, Nmbem

Hiring, vol. 32 (1996), pp.  51—52; K.  Dockray, ”I'hepoliu'cal  legacy of  Richard  III in
Northern  England’, in  King: and  Noble:  in the  Later  Middle Ages; ed. R.A.  Griffiths  and J.
Sherbome, Gloucester 1986, pp. 215—16.
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ties of service and loyalty where the preservation of personal and family
standing was the fundamental aim of many active  gentry. This outlook was
probably more acute in  times  of crisis, and  1483  — the year of  three  kings  —
was one of the  most  uncertain and troubled years that could be remembered
by those who had lived through the ebb and flow of politics since  1455.

Furthermore, where lordship and patronage was altogether more insti-
tutionalised, as in the Welsh  matches, the gentry perhaps had stronger reasons
for avoiding the close ties of personal service that were found elsewhere.
Richard  III’s son by Anne Neville was created Prince of Wales at York in
September 1483, and although only seven years old, the prospect of  a  powerful
revival of the marcher lordship under Edward of  Middleharn  as Prince of
Wales, could have had  a  greater lure to those who had served in the region
as officers of the Principality, the Prince’s Council and household, rather than
as personal servants of the individuals who held the  title  of Prince of Wales,
nor indeed of a nobleman, suchas  Buckingham, holding similar regional
authority. This  is an important point  that  needs further investigation, and one
that may explain why Herefordshire gentry were able to cease their support
for one prince, perhaps transfer it to another, and avoid commitment to a
rebellion of  a  nobleman who possibly hoped to usurp the prince’s position in
the region, if not the crown itself.39

For the remainder of Richard’s reign, the Herefordshire gentry did  little
to arouse the suspicion of the crown.Many men became focused on regional
responsibilities, while others like Sir Richard Croft, took more central roles.
All seemed to  have maintained  the  outlook  demonstrated in 1483, since leading
county figures such as Croft, Sir Thomas Cornewall, Sir James  Baskerville, Sir
Richard Delabere and Sir John Mortimer manoeuvred expertly through the
final weeks of Richard’s reign and made the seamless transition to Henry
Tudor’s service in 1485, with many serving in the Stoke campaign of 1487.
Less than two years of Henry VII’s rule had effectively forced the previously
equivocal Herefordshiregentry into decisive action to  counter a  rebellion in
the name of a truly Yorkist prince Edward, earl of Warwick.

How this came about had much to do with Henry VII’s  determined policy
to enforce loyalty at the start of the reign,40 but it also had its origins in the
regional solution sought by Richard III after November 1483. With the
execution of the duke of Buckingham and the unformed authority of Richard
III’s  young prince of Wales, there was no obvious opportunity to replace the
hegemony Rict had intended to develop for  Buckingham, nor for the
council-based government of the prince of  Wales.  Once Edward of Middleham
was dead by April  1484, Sir William Stanley and William Herbert, Earl of
Huntingdon, seem to have been preferred by Richard to fill something of
Buckingham’s intended role in the northern and southern march counties

39 Ross, Richard, p. 141.
‘0 Cunningham, ‘Henty VII and rebellion’, pp.  42—47, 66.
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respectively.“ The introduction of Stanley at this time allowed him to develop
the service and family connections in the marcher  area  that became robust
enough to survive the  fuxthet  change of  regime  in August 1485.42 Although
Stanley was made justiciar of north Wales by Richard in November 1483, he
also developed connections in Herefordshire. He was dispensing Stanley livery
in  Leominster  and Hereford early in Henry VII’s  reign, and included Hereford-
shire  knights in his retinue for the Stoke campaign in June 1487.43

Herbert’s personal and regional position in the period 1484—86 is more
interesting still. He became justiciar of south Wales in November 1483, and
in  a  pardon dated 22 September 1486 he was styled  late Chamberlain to Edward,
late Prince of Wales.  This  is an indication that Richard III had revived the
household structure for his  son, and perhaps  that  some return to the authority
of the  council  of the marches was intended, with Herbert as  a  leading figure.
Although  Herbert’s family ties to the house of  York  cannot be questioned, he

had been frozen out of regional government by Edward IV in the  14705  and
only reached the top of the regional hierarchy once Buckingham was  dead,
and as  a  second choice to more powerfulfigmes.

Herbert may also have had a dormant personal association with Henry

Tudor, and one  that could  account for his fairly swift transition to influence

under Henry VII. His mother was  Anne  Devereux, Lady Herbert, Countess
of Pembroke, and sister to Lord Ferrets of Chartley, who had been responsible

for Henry’s upbringing at Raglan castle following the purchase of Henry’s
wardship by Lord Herbert in February 1462. William Herbert was aged fourteen
at his father’s death at the  battle  of Edgecote in 1469, making him two years

older than Henry Tudor. William may have been one of the few English people
with whom Henry had spent any length of time before his exile. Since Henry

was in the custody of Lady Herbert for over seven years, he probably spent
his early childhood in the company of William Herbert. They would  have  been
young boys, and it is foolish to speculate that any lasting friendship or fond
childhood memory was formed,44 but it is possible that Henry was  assured  by
Herbert’s failure to fight at Bosworth, and that their childhood relationship
gave Herbert  a better chance  than  most  to accommodate himself with the
Tudor regime after  1485.  Tudor’s  proposed alternative marriage to one of
Herbert’s sisters, should  Richard  III have married his niece Elizabeth of York,

4' Horrox, Richard 111, pp. 205—12.
‘2 His  wife, Elizabeth  Hopton had previously been married to Sir Roger  Corbett  of

Moreton  Corbett in  Salop, a  family with strong Herefordshire  connections.  CPR, 1476—

85, p.  332.  Corbet‘s  daughter in law was Elizabeth Devereux, daughter of Walter, lord

Ferrets.

‘3 CPR, 1476—85, pp. 368, 516; PRO, STAC2/27/84, Croft  v Comewall and Corbet,

1487.  Both  Croft and Comewall claimed they were  serving with Stanley in 1487.

‘4 The education of  Richard, Duke  of  Gloucester, and Francis, Lord  Lovell, in  Richard

Neville’s household at Middleham, although  lasting only three  or fouryears, did produce

a  close  friendship, Ross, Richard, p. 7.
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suggests that  the few personal  associations  he did have within England and
Wales  were  at the forefront of Henry’s thinking as he prepared his invasion.
In  fact, in  1484, Sir Walter Herbert, brother of William, was targeted by Tudor
as  a  probably ally in Wales, and, along with William’s other sister  Maud, who
married Henry, fourth Earl of Northumberland, both were identified as agents
who  could  negotiate Henry’s  alternative  marriage.45

Although  in  1484  William had married as his second wife Catherine Plan-
tagenet, Richard III’s  natural  daughter, and received  a  large  landed endowment,
Richard did not restore the earldom of Pembroke to Herbert and  a  lack of
appropriate  personal  territorial preferment may have been the catalyst for
Herbert’s conspicuous absence from records of the events of  August 1485.
The earldom of Pembroke and the associated marcher lands had been  annexed
to the  titles  of Edward, Prince of Wales, in  1479, as Edward IV built up his
son’s authority, and the  title  reverted to the crown with his probable death
in  1483.  Henry VII  confirmed Herbert’s  grant of the earldom of Huntingdon
in 1488, and  although  he did not receive the earldom of Pembroke and lost
the justiciarship of  south  Wales, both  to Jasper.  Tudor, he was sufficiently
trusted by Henry to dominate substantial areas of march land and to under-
take an indenture of the marches in 1490 as lord of Chepstow, Gower,

Tretower and Crickhowell (an agreement mirroring a  similar undertaking by
Jasper Tudor)"6

Although  he died in  1491, Herbert’s  daughter Elizabeth, by his  first  mar-
riage to Mary Woodville, married Sir Charles Somerset in the king’s presence
in June 1492.47 Somerset was Margaret Beaufort’s first  cousin, being an illegiti-
mate son of Henry Beaufort, second  Duke  of  Somerset, and performed  a vital
role for the Tudor regime in  south Wales, especially after the  death  of Jasper,
Duke  of Bedford, in  1495.  This indicates that  Herbert had made the right
connections at the end of  Richard  III’s reign and was well placed to advance
under Henry VII.

Richard  never allowed any major landed hegemony for Stanley and Herbert
to develop in the marcher region. But in choosing agents with firm  Yorkist
associations, but who had not  xcally fulfilled  their  ambitions  or potential under
the  Yorkist  kings, he  inadvertently created opportunities for the leaders of
regional society in  1485  to use their formercontacts with the Yorkist exiles
returning with Henry Tudor to create  more  prominent  roles  for themselves.
William Stanley’s equivocation before  Bosworth  and the  late  and somewhat
unenthusiastic backing of Richard by William Herbert  dudng the latter part
of his reign implies that bothwere already looking to  alternative  means of
advancing their  interests in the summer of 1485.

Furthermore at  a  lower level of  society, since  many of  Buckingham’s  grants

‘5 Polydore Vergil, Hm  Book:  of English Himy, ed. H.  Ellis, CS, Old Series 29 (1844),
pp. 215—17.

‘6 T.B.  Pugh, 771: Mart/Jar Lardrbé):  ofSout/J Wain, 1415-1536, Cardiff  1963, pp.  29—30.

‘7 S. Bentley, Excerpta I-Iimfim, London 1831, p. 90.
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in May 1483  were reversions, many officers in those lands remained those

appointed by Edward IV.  Along the marcher lordships more generally, many
such stewards and constables did not rebel in October 1483, and  Richard  III

was prepared or obliged to keep them in post, since the only alternatives were
former Woodville followers, whose return to  influence  was not acceptable.48
Without transforming this body of Yorkist officials into Ricardian loyalists, as
his northern former Neville retainers undoubtedly were, Richard III had little

to counter the pro-Yorkistand Woodville  influences  around Henry Tudor,
that  may also have  targeted the  officials  who had remained in their posts as
stewards since Edward  IV’s  reign.

This paper has ranged very widely fromthe slender evidence of the change
in regional perception of Edward V’s status, as recorded on the particulars of
account for the collection of the  1483  alien subsidy. What conclusions can be
drawn? Ido not  think  there is anything unexpected in the way that members

of the gentry and their associates of lesser social status seemed to change their
position to reflect developing national circumstances. This was only to be
expected fromthose  just  beginning to rise  through  the ranks of local gentry
society, or perhaps making a  first step on the way to gentle  status, which is
implied by service as  a  collector for an alien subsidy — a  role  that  may even
have enhanced  one’s  personal status with neighbours.  What  is more surprising

is  that  in Herefordshire especially, the  dominant  ties of service to  Edward V
were overturned so quickly and not really replaced by anything substantial  that
could then rebuild the loyalty to the crownthat had previously been so strong
in the region under Edward IV.

Richard III’s progressive attempts over  eighteen  months to  install  Bucking-
ham, then perhaps initiate a council in the  marches under  his own son, and

then to try and carve up the marcher lordships between previously underused
figures  like Sir William Stanley and William, Earl of Huntingdon, created little

solid basis for good regional leadership.  Those that  had faced reality in June
1483 and acquiesced to Richard’s  kingship would have  hoped  for stronger

leadership as Richard’s reign progressed. Certainly, individuals  looking for
opportunities to advance quickly after June  1483  would  have  held loyalties

that were perhaps less well :00t  than  the experienced Woodvifle  retainers
and servants who had served the prince of Wales in the county up to  April
1483, and  there  was  a  good opportunity to rebuild networks of service, which
Rict perhaps initiated underfigures  such  as Sir Richard Croft the younger,
but which had not time to develop before the Bosworthcampaign became
necessary.

It was unfortunate that the influence of both Buckingham and Edward
of Middleham did not develop and  that  the subsequent arrangement of lordship
was formedunder the real threat of furthercivil war as Henry Tudor’s credi-
bility increased quickly after November 1483. The  fear  of renewed  conflict
and perhaps inconsistent leadership in an area well used to institutionalised

‘3 Horrox, Richard  III, p. 209
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lordship under the prince, may well have allowed  leading figures to disengage
their  support for the crown. Many still hedged their bets. Herefordshire gentry
did  nothing in  October  1483  and waited for developments in  August 1485,
but their inactivity in the face of  Buckingham’s  rebellion and then Tudor’s
invasion really does underline Richard’s failure to institute effective lordship
in the marcher region.

It is significant that the senior figures united in service to Edward, Prince
of Wales found their allegiances  split  after, but not necessarily by, Richard’s
usurpation. Sir Thomas Vaughan was executed in June 1483 as a prelude to
Richard’s seizure of the throne; Walter Devereux, Lord Ferrets died for Richard

III at Bosworth; Sir Richard Croft worked within the Ricardian regime but
transferred loyalty to Henry VII without loss of influence; Sir William Stanley,
who had been steward of the prince’s household, eventually did more  than
anyone to end Richard’s reign directly, but had benefited during the reign. It
is interesting, however, that  once direct Woodville influence was removed,
little opposition to Richard’s rule became manifest in Herefordshire. Almost
all the leading gentry present on commissions in  1483  were  still  serving the
crown on the eve of Bosworth. The  distinction  between the two sets of alien
subsidy commissioners discussed at the  start  of the paper perhaps reflects only
a  perception fromRichard that his  usurpation  would generate hostility and
opposition fromthose gentry who had been close to Edward, Prince of Wales.
Buckingham’s  rebellion may have forced the former Yorkist  servants  in the
county into a  decision between the lesser of two evils  — between Richard and
Buckingham, but in choosing not to oppose Richard, in contrast to other men
facing a  similar decision elsewhere in the southern  counties, the Herefordshire
gentry were  effectively accepting Richard’s usurpation and inviting him to
maintain  the  institutional  lordship of the prince in the marches.  That  he
intended to do this under  Buckingham  seems to  have  generated  little  reaction
among the Herefordshire elite. The very rare expression of  this  in official
documents is found in the statements of the subsidy collectors — men who were
on the rise and who saw their opportunity under  a  new regime. Fundamentally it
was perhaps not the nature of  Richard’s  seizure of the throne, but rather
subsequent failings in his regional lordship that alienated Herefordshire gentry.
And even then they deserted him through inactivity before Bosworth rather
than active support for Henry Tudor. Henry VII’s insertion of senior marcher
nobles to prepare the ground for the lordship of the Pn'nce of Wales was
exactly the policy Richard had attempted after May 1483.  Henry’s  advantage
was  that  for the  first  decade of Tudor  rule, his regional noble figures Jasper,
Duke  of Bedford, William, Earl of Huntingdon, and Sir William  Stanley
remained loyal whereas  Buckingham  had rebelled against Richard.  These  nobles
helped the Tudor crown through the rebellions and conspiracies of the first
eighteen months of Henry’s reign, which could  have seen  him sufferthe same
fate at Stoke as Richard III suffered at Bosworth.
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